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1. Introduction

The modern era of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction started in the early 1990’s with the development of arthroscopic knee reconstruction procedures. Early on, graft fixation issues and, graft choice have been extensively debated. Then, the transtibial technique appeared (Rosenberg & Deffner, 1997; Chen et al., 2003). This was an easy and quick way to reconstruct the ACL which became soon adopted by most surgeons. However, the outcome was not always as good as expected (Freedman et al.,2003, Lewis et al., 2008) and with the re-discovery of the ACL anatomy and biomechanics, deep changes have been introduced in the way to reconstruct the ACL. This chapter reviews the main features related to ACL reconstruction and focus on the current state of the art in this field.

2. ACL anatomy

The reader will find all the necessary details in the numerous articles which have been recently published in this field (Colombet et al.,2006; Edwards et al., 2006; Giron et al. 2006; Harner et al.,1999; Mochizuki et al., 2007; Petersen & Zantop, 2007; Purnell et al.,2008; Takahashi et al., 2006; Zantop et al., 2006,). We will summarize the main relevant points for surgical reconstruction of the ACL.

The ACL consists of at least two functional bundles, anteromedial (AMB) and posterolateral (PLB). The AMB is about twice long and big as compared to the PLB. The AM bundle is more sagitally oriented, limiting the anterior tibial translation while the more oblique PLB (Fig 1), limits the internal rotation of the tibia (Zantop et al.,2007).

Both bundles are parallel in full knee extension and, due to the location of their attachments, they cross each other when the knee bends. During knee flexion, the PLB shortens by more than 30%, while the AMB elongates by 15%. The PLB is tight when the knee is close to extension whereas the AMB is tensed when the knee bends. The range of length variation for the AMB varies between 1-3mm while the PLB exhibits a much widerrange, 4-7mm. In order to reproduce the ACL anatomy several studies have assessed and quantify the footprints.
Fig. 1. ACL bundles. Solid line: anteromedial bundle (AM), dotted line: posterolateral bundle (PL)

2.1 ACL femoral footprint

In Western subjects, the length of the footprint is 18.3mm ± 2.3mm, the width 10.3mm ± 2.7mm (Colombet et al., 2006). The distance between the bundle centers is 8.2mm ± 1.2mm. In anatomic position, the most anterior fibers of the footprint are located behind the lateral intercondylar ridge (Fu & Jordan, 2007). There are no ACL fibers located in front of the lateral intercondylar ridge (Fig. 2). The most posterior fibers are located at 2-3mm from the lateral femoral condyle articular cartilage limit, following its curvature. The bifurcate ridge, perpendicular to the lateral intercondylar ridge separates the AMB from the PLB attachment.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional CT view of the intercondylar notch in “endoscopic” position (femoral shaft horizontal). The ACL bundle attachment sites are shown in relation with the lateral intercondylar- and the bifurcate ridges.

On a lateral X-ray it is possible to locate the lateral intercondylar ridge (Farrow et al, 2008). When the femur is in the endoscopic position, i.e. horizontal, the ridge originates at the posterior part of the Blumensaat’s line (80% from anterior) and the mean Blumensaat’s-ridge angle is 75.5°. In this position, the whole ACL femoral footprint becomes posterior to the
ridge. The center of the femoral bundles can be also located using the quadrants method described by Bernard et al (Bernard et al, 1997). The position of the centers is illustrated on Fig. 3.

2.2 Tibial footprint
It is larger than on the femoral side with a 17.6mm ± 2.1mm length and 12.7mm ± 2.8mm width. The distance between the bundle centers is 8.4 mm ± 0.4mm (Colombet et al., 2006). The most anterior point of the tibial footprint is located right behind the posterior edge of the anterior inter-meniscal ligament. The most posterior fibers of the footprint are located at 10.3mm ± 1.9mm in front of the retro eminence ridge which corresponds to the ridge limiting the anterior attachment of the posterior cruciate ligament on the tibia. The center of the ACL tibial footprint is thus located 20-22mm in front of the PCL attachment. The distribution and the surface area of the bundle attachments is variable (Colombet et al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2007) and there is no visible ridge separating the bundles as on the femoral side.

![Fig. 3. Location of the femoral bundle centers according to the quadrant’s method of Bernard.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Position of the tibial bundle centers projected on the Staubli & Rauschning line. The center of the ACL is located at 43% of the AP diameter](image2)
On lateral X rays it is possible to locate the various centers of the tibial ACL footprint. Using the Stäubli and Rauschning technique (Fig. 4), the footprint center is located at 43% of the antero-posterior diameter of the tibia (Stäubli & Rauschning, 1994) while the center of the AMB is located at 36% and the center of the PLB at 52% (Colombet et al., 2006).

3. Graft selection

3.1 Autografts

Contrary to a common belief, the bone-patellar-tendon-bone (BPTB) remains the most frequently used autograft (Shelton and Fagan, 2011), but hamstring and quadriceps tendon grafts are common alternative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graft type</th>
<th>Anterior knee pain</th>
<th>Anterior knee numbness</th>
<th>Failure rate</th>
<th>Knee tightness</th>
<th>Residual weakness</th>
<th>Extension deficit</th>
<th>Patient satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPTB</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Quadriceps muscle</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamstring</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Slightly Higher</td>
<td>Slightly lower</td>
<td>Hamstrings</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadriceps</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Quadriceps muscle</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. This table summarizes the factors to be considered in ACL autograft selection (from Shelton and Fagan, 2011).

All three graft types exhibit strength values above 2,000 N.

3.1.1 BPTB autograft, which has two bone plugs at each of its extremities, affords the most secure fixation, a low failure rate and high rate of patient satisfaction. This is the graft of choice among team physicians dealing with high level professional athletes (Pandarinath et al., 2011). However, it is associated with increased anterior knee pain and numbness with a greater incidence of extension loss and long term osteoarthritis of the knee. Residual anterior knee pain can be decreased by filling the bony defects of the harvesting sites, and numbness can be prevented by saving the infrapatellar branch of the saphenous nerve during harvesting.

3.1.2 Hamstring grafts are associated with less harvesting morbidity than BPTB, however, they exhibit a slighter degree of laxity, especially in females. Their harvesting weakens flexion strength of the knee and may account in the reported incidence of graft failure. They are usually fashioned in a quadrupled stranded graft using both gracilis and semitendinosus tendons.

3.1.3 Quadriceps tendon has a low incidence of anterior knee pain and almost no residual numbness. It can be fashioned with or without bone plug. After harvesting, quadriceps deficit is temporary. Clinical outcome is excellent with residual laxity similar to BTB both in males and females, without extension deficit. For many, this is the graft of choice for ACL revision or posterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.
Most studies which have reported results of ACL reconstruction show no significant difference in residual anterior laxity, functional results and International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) scores regardless the autograft which is used (Aune et al., 2001; Beynnon et al., 2002; Freedman et al., 2003; Maletis et al., 2007; Yunes et al., 2001).

3.2 Allografts

Allografts avoid harvesting tendons with their drawbacks, i.e. anterior knee pain or numbness. In countries where legal issues are important, especially the United States (USA), allografts became the graft of choice for ACL reconstruction.

3.2.1 Currently, three kinds of allografts are available: chemically treated, irradiated and/or fresh frozen. Due to their poor mechanical properties, chemically treated or irradiated allografts are gradually abandoned (Krych et al., 2008). Currently, fresh frozen allografts are the most widely used. Tissue banks insure the proper donor selection as well as bacterial and viral screening. With the current infection control protocols, the incidence of viral or bacterial contamination is null. Graft quality is an issue and donor age must be known. Thus the choice of the tissue bank is critical.

3.2.2 Fresh frozen tibialis anterior or posterior tendons, Achilles’ tendon with bone plug and BPTB are the most widely used. The outcome is similar to autografts (Foster et al., 2010) however, allografts have significantly lower normal stability rates than autografts (Bach et al., 2005; Prodromos et al., 2007).

Most of the US authors do not recommend the use of allografts in young and high demanding athletes. Also the use of allografts add a significant cost to the procedure (c.a. $3,000 in the USA). Thus, for the authors, the use of allografts which lead to inferior results compared to autografts at an increased cost remains questionable.

4. Graft fixation issues

4.1 Composite grafts with bone plugs are commonly fixed in the tunnels either with absorbable or metal interference screws. This method provides the highest strength and rigidity. However there is concern that a too rigid construct may alter the full range of knee motion and some surgeons prefer suspensory fixation with sutures tied on post or buttons or buttons with build in tissue loops. Soft tissue grafts fixation relies on numerous different methods: interference screws, suspensory devices, cross pins. On the femoral side suspensory devices with build in tissue loop, like the Endobutton® Continuous Loop provides the strongest and stiffest fixation. With hamstring grafts, graft slippage at the tibial fixation site may occur explaining the slight increase in laxity compared to BTB.

4.2 Tunnel enlargement

Following ACL reconstruction, tunnel enlargement occurs regardless the graft choice and the fixation system (L’Insalata et al., 1997). This is an early phenomenon which occurs during the first-three post operative months. Biomechanical (bungee cord and wiper windshield effects) as well as biological factors (local cytokine release) may account for this enlargement (Wilson et al., 2004). Until now, one important factor might have been underestimated: the graft positioning. With anatomic placement of the ACL grafts tunnel enlargement is less (Chhabra et al., 2006).
5. The evolution of ACL reconstruction

Before the early 1990’s most of the ACL reconstruction were performed through medial arthrotomy which became with time mini arthrotomy. However, arthroscopic reconstruction (Paulos et al., 1991) undergone rapid development. Although achievement of stability has been well-documented in open ACL reconstructive procedures, it quickly appeared arthroscopically assisted ACL reconstruction offered significantly diminished morbidity, and more predictable rehabilitation after surgery. Improvements in instrumentation allowed refining the precision of the technique.

5.1 The transtibial technique

Rosenberg is the surgeon who introduced the transtibial technique for ACL reconstruction (Rosenberg & Deffner, 1997; Rosenberg & Brown, 1997; Chen et al., 2003). We will briefly summarize the technique. In a first step, regardless the nature of the graft, a specific tibial drill guide is used to insert a 2.4mm guide wire in the foot of the ACL tibial footprint. In the sagittal plane, a 55° angle orientation with regard to the plane of the tibial plateau is recommended (Fig. 5A). In the coronal plane the guide wire is inserted 1.5cm medial to the tibial tubercle (Fig. 5B), above the pes anserinus tendons, and oriented at 25° with regard to the tibial axis (75° with regard to the tibial plateau surface). The guide wire is then used to guide a cannulated drill bit which diameter corresponds to the graft diameter (Fig.5C).

![Fig. 5. Transtibial technique, tibial steps. A: insertion of the tibial guide wire at 55 degree inclination with regard to the tibial plateau plane. B: the starting point of the guide wire is just medial to the tibial tubercle. C: a cannulated drill, which size corresponds to the graft diameter is passed on the guide wire. The knee is maintained at 90 degree of flexion.](www.intechopen.com)

In a second step, with the knee bent at 90° of flexion, a femoral guide is introduced through the tibial tunnel inside the intercondylar notch region. The femoral guide has a hook at its intra articular tip which offset (3-9mm) is chosen according to the size of the knee and where the surgeon decides to drill the femoral tunnel in relation with the ACL femoral footprint.
Fig. 6. Transtibial technique, femoral steps. A: An endofemoral guide wire is introduced through the tibial tunnel. The knee remains bent at 90 degree. The hook located at the proximal tip has variable offset with regard to the shaft of the aiming (X mm). An eyelet needle is drilled through the lateral femoral condyle. This drawing perfectly illustrates the fact one can’t reach the center of the ACL femoral footprint with the transtibial technique. B: An endoscopic cannulated drill is passed on the guide wire drilling a femoral socket at the desired depth. During drilling, the tibial tunnel is widened by the drill.

(Fig. 6). A long guide wire with an eyelet is inserted with the help of the femoral guide, through the lateral femoral condyle, breaching the lateral cortex until it passes through the skin of the lateral side of the thigh. The femoral guide is removed keeping the guide wire in the condyle. Then, maintaining the knee at 90° of flexion, a cannulated endoscopic drill, which head is the cutting part and the shaft smaller, is threaded on the guide wire through the tibial tunnel, the intercondylar notch, the lateral femoral condyle at a depth which depends on graft type and fixation type. The diameter of the endoscopic drill is chosen according to the graft diameter. The eyelet of the guide wire is used to pull a loop suture through the tibial tunnel, the intercondylar notch and the tibial tunnel exiting on the lateral side of the thigh. The loop stitch is used to pull the graft until it settles in the femoral tunnel and fixed appropriately either with an interference screw, an Endobutton or with cross pins. Then the graft is put under Manual tension; the knee is cycled from full extension to full flexion at least 20 times. The length variation of the graft at the exit of the tibial tunnel is measured and the graft fixed in the tibia either with an interference screw or using extra cortical fixation: button or screw post and washer. The knee flexion at fixation depends on the graft length variation: the larger is the length variation, closer to extension the fixation must be done in order to avoid extension deficit.

As the reader will notice the “clock-face” reference does determine the tunnel position is not used in this chapter. Although this reference has been widely accepted in the literature to describe femoral tunnel positioning it has generated more confusion than clarification (Fu, 2008; Van Eck et al., 2010). The “clock-face” system is based on radiographs of the knee in extension while ACL reconstruction is performed at 90 degree of flexion or more. Therefore
the orientation of the clock face is no longer valid as the ACL femoral insertion site moves from vertical to horizontal when the knee bends. Furthermore the intercondylar notch is a 3-dimensional structure while the clock-face refers to a 2-dimensional structure which is neglectful of the depth of the notch.

![Image](A: the leading stitches of the graft are first pulled through the tibial and femoral tunnel with the help of the eyelet guide wire. B: the graft is then pulled through the tunnels until it fills the femoral tunnel.)

As the whole reconstruction procedure is performed through a small tibial incision which is used for harvesting and drilling, the transtibial technique is also called “one-incision” technique. Alternatively, “two-incision” technique has been developed. With this technique a lateral thigh incision is performed in order to settle, behind the lateral femoral condyle, a rear entry femoral guide, which position is arthroscopically controlled. The guide wire and the tunnel drilling are then performed from outside in. With the “two-incision” technique, the position of the femoral guide wire is independent from the tibial tunnel. However, due to the lateral thigh incision and its associated morbidity, the “two-incision” technique has never known a large development. On the contrary, the one-incision technique has quickly spread worldwide. With appropriate instruments “one-incision” ACL reconstruction with quadrupled hamstring tendons can be performed in less than 30 minutes in skilful hands.

### 5.2 Outcome of transtibial ACL reconstruction

#### 5.2.1 Systematic review

There are many articles which address the outcome of single bundle transtibial reconstruction. We will summarize one of the most recent systematic review of single-bundle ACL reconstruction outcomes by Lewis et al. (Lewis et al., 2008). The authors reported a systematic review of 11 randomized, controlled trials comparing patellar tendon and hamstring tendon grafting. The respective outcomes of each group were combined to
assist the orthopaedic surgeon in assessing the current success of single-bundle reconstruction. The primary factors assessed were tibial subluxation and side-to-side differences in laxity. Secondary outcomes included concomitant injuries and treatments, complications, graft failure, range of motion, and radiographic evidence of degenerative changes. In this review of 1024 single-bundle anterior cruciate ligament reconstructions, including HS and BTPB autografts, 495 concomitant meniscal tears, 95 chondral injuries, and 2 posterior cruciate ligament tears were noted. The complication rate was 6%, and graft failure 4%. Reported pivot-shift test results were negative in 81% of cases; reported Lachman tests were negative in 59% cases; and KT-1000 arthrometer side-to-side differences were ≤ 5 mm in 86% of cases. Flexion and extension deficits were reported in 9 of 11 studies through mean range of motion or deficit ranges. Radiographic changes of articular surface were observed in 7% of the knees at follow-up. The authors concluded this systematic review of a significant body of unbiased outcome data on single-bundle ACL reconstruction demonstrates it to be a safe, consistent surgical procedure affording reliable results. On the other hand, there was still 19% persisting positive pivot shift tests (5-32%), 41% positive Lachman tests (14-76%), and 29% KT1000 side-to-side difference ≥ 3mm (10-54%). It appears the range of the values is quite variable from one publication to another. This is related to subjective bias when evaluating the patients. If one considers the persistence of a positive pivot shift test as a criterion for anatomic failure, single bundle transtibial ACL reconstruction has failed to restore a normal knee kinematic in 5 to 32% of the cases. The KT1000 arthrometer, which is certainly the most objective test method, showed almost 30% of anatomical failures. Accordingly one may questions the validity of single bundle transtibial ACL reconstruction which lead to 30% of anatomic failures.

5.2.2 Factors influencing the outcome
Regardless the graft types (allograft vs autograft), graft source (bone patellar tendon bone, hamstring or Achilles tendon), some significant factors influence the outcome (Kowalchuk et al., 2009) of single bundle reconstruction: lower patient-reported outcome is strongly associated with obesity (BMI>30), smoking, meniscectomy and severe chondrosis at time of surgery. Also, a more vertical orientation of the graft influences the occurrence of a residual pivot shift test (Pinczewski et al., 2008).
In the long term range, following BPTB, good results are maintained at 15 years after surgery with respect to ligamentous stability, subjective outcomes, and range of motion while kneeling pain remains a significant problem. Concern remains regarding the incidence of further anterior cruciate ligament injury (24% sustained contralateral ACL ruptures, and 8% ruptured the graft). Graft rupture was associated with a graft inclination angle <17°. Contralateral anterior cruciate ligament rupture was associated with age<18 years at time of primary injury. There is increasing number of patients (51%) with radiographic and clinical signs of osteoarthritis despite surgical stabilization (Hui et al., 2011). The joint degeneration seems to be more frequently met after BPTB graft than after HS grafts.

6. The move toward anatomy
Several surgeons, who early recognized the need to further improve the outcome of ACL reconstruction, moved towards a more anatomic way to reconstruct the ACL. This was mostly based on the drawbacks of the transtibial technique.
When the tibial tunnel was drilled through the tibial ACL footprint, the resulting femoral tunnel is too high in the notch (Fig. 8) inducing an impingement with the anterior part of the intercondylar notch leading to the necessity to widen the notch during surgery to avoid the impingement (notch plasty).

It became obvious the femoral tunnel could not be drilled through the ACL footprint using the transtibial technique (Arnold et al., 2001; Gougoulias et al., 2008; Heming et al., 2007; Kaseta et al., 2008). In order to overcome this issue Howell proposed to shift the tibial tunnel posteriorly in order to reach, at least partially, the ACL femoral footprint and also avoid impingement with the roof of the intercondylar notch (Howell & Clark, 1992; Howell, 1998; Howell et al. 2001). However, this resulted in a vertical graft placement (posterior on the tibia and high in the notch) which was able to control the anterior tibial translation but not the tibial rotation. This explains the high rate of residual positive pivot shift. Many clinical and experimental studies have supported this issue (Boden et al., 1996; Herbolt et al., 2010; Jepsen et al., 2007; Khalfayan et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2007; Markolf et al., 2002; Muneta et al., 1995; Mushal et al., 2005; Ristanis et al., 2003; Rue et al., 2008; Sommer et al., 2000; Scopp et al., 2004).

However, contrary to all the studies which have demonstrated the influence of the femoral tunnel aperture location and orientation on the knee stability, tibial tunnel position has fewer influence on knee laxity (Morgan et al., 1995; Romano et al., 1993).

![Fig. 8. Position of the femoral guide wire inserted either transtibial or transportal in cadaver. All the three illustrations are from the same right knee. A: 1 transtibial guide wire inserted at 90 degree of flexion, 2 transportal guide wire inserted at 110 degree of knee flexion. B: intra-articular visualization of the guide wires from the medial side (TT transtibial, AM transportal). C: The medial femoral condyle has been removed. The TT guide wire is located in the roof of the intercondylar notch out of the ACL footprint. The AM guide wire is right in the center of the AMB attachment sire (pink). The PL footprint is colored in green.]

7. Transportal technique

Drilling the femoral tunnel through an anteromedial (AM) portal has been described early on (Clancy, 1985; Cain & Clancy, 2002; Deehan & Pinczewski, 2002). These authors recognized the best and easiest way to reach the femoral ACL footprint was to drill through an AM portal. Transportal technique allows positioning the femoral tunnel lower in the notch, where the ACL is attached, with a more horizontal tunnel, offering in addition to the tibial translation control a better rotational control compared to the transtibial technique (Alentorn-Geli et al., 2009; Bedi et al., 2010; Bedi et al., 2011; Bottoni, 2008; Dargel et al., 2009; Gavriilidis et al., 2008; Loh et al., 2003; Rue et al., 2008; Sohn & Garrett, 2009; Zantop et al., 2008). Also, drilling the
femoral tunnel through an AM portal allows obtaining tunnel aperture which overlaps with the native ACL footprint, while drilling through the tibial tunnel hardly covers part of the AM footprint (Abebe et al., 2009). Modifying the tibial tunnel orientation to overcome this issue has been proposed (Chhabra et al., 2004; Heming et al., 2007; Kopf et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2010). When drilling a more horizontal tunnel, and starting more medial it becomes possible to target the native ACL footprint. However, the resulting tunnel becomes very short, with a quite oval intra-articular tunnel aperture, putting the medial tibial plateau at risk for fracture, rising concerns for tibial graft fixation, and compromising graft stability at the tunnel aperture. Nevertheless, transportal drilling technique has pearls and pitfalls which have been described in the literature (Basdekis et al., 2008; Harner et al., 2008; Lubowitz, 2009; Zantop et al., 2008).

7.1 Portals
The location of the instrumental anteromedial (AM) portal, also called accessory AM- or far medial portal is critical (Fig. 9). The best way to locate it is to use a spinal needle, keeping the scope through the anterolateral (AL) portal in order to optimize its placement under direct vision. The needle must sit above the anterior segment of the medial meniscus, far enough from the medial femoral condyle not to damage the cartilage when using endoscopic drills. Single fluted endoscopic drills reduce the risk for cartilage damages. If the portal is close to the patellar tendon the drill will be oriented at sharp angle with regard to the lateral wall of the intercondylar notch resulting in an oval femoral tunnel aperture. If the portal is more medial, the orientation of the drill will result in a more circular aperture.

Fig. 9. Portal location for transportal drilling technique. Anterolateral portal (AL) is high in the soft spot above the fat pad. Proximal anteromedial portal (PAM) is located at the junction between the patella and the medial femoral condyle. Distal anteromedial (DAM) portal is located above the anterior segment of the medial meniscus

7.2 Drilling
During drilling, the knee must be bent at least at 110 degree of flexion in order to avoid blowing up the posterior wall of the lateral femoral condyle (Fig. 10). The more the knee is
bent the longer is the femoral tunnel (Basdekis et al., 2008). It might be necessary to resect part of the fat pad in order to obtain an appropriate vision of the lateral wall of the notch. Keeping the scope through the AL portal provides a tangential view of the lateral wall of the notch and the ACL footprint. So, in order to insure a good visualization of the footprint it is better to view the notch from the medial side of the knee. Placing the scope through a proximal AM portal and the instruments through an accessory AM portal is also called three-portal technique (Cohen & Fu, 2007) as it combines one AL portal with 2 AM portals. Watching the lateral wall of the intercondylar notch from medial provides a full view of the ACL footprint from the anterior cartilage margin to the posterolateral outlet and allows precise visualization of the lateral intercondylar ridge.

Fig. 10. Drilling the femoral tunnel transportal. The knee is bent at least at 110 degree of flexion. The scope is through the PAM portal and the drill through the DAM portal (Right knee).

7.3 Transportal drilling limitations
- intra-articular visualization of the notch may be restricted so that the surgeon must be confident with the arthroscope and eventually needs to remove soft tissues around the notch
- cross-pin graft fixation techniques require guide instruments that are designed for transtibial insertion only
- As the femoral tunnel is more horizontal when drilled through an AM portal, the graft – tunnel angulation may increase resulting in higher contact pressures at the anterior aspect of the graft with full extension and might cause bone tunnel enlargement.
However, Chhabra et al. (Chhabra et al., 2006) comparing transtibial femoral tunnel expansion vs AM drilling found significantly less enlargement with the transportal technique.

8. Development of anatomic double-bundle ACL reconstruction

Anatomic ACL reconstruction is defined as the functional restoration of the ACL to its native dimensions, collagen orientation, and insertion sites (Van Eck et al., 2010). The concept and development of double-bundle ACL reconstruction comes from the rediscovery of the ACL bundles anatomy and biomechanics of ACL reconstruction. Several studies have shown that rotational control of the tibia as well as anterior tibial translation were much improved when the PLB was reconstructed in addition to the AMB (Colombet et al., 2007; Kanaya et al., 2009; Markolf et al., 2009; Sbihi et al., 2004; Yagi et al., 2002; Zaffagnini et al., 2008; Zantop et al., 2007).

Already in his original transtibial technique, T Rosenberg was mentioning the possibility to reconstruct 2 bundles, if the femoral footprint size was big enough, by drilling 2 sockets in the femur and one tunnel in the tibia. This idea was further developed in Japan (Hara et al., 2000; Hamada et al., 2001; Mae et al., 2001; Munetta et al., 1999), then in France (Franceschi et al., 2002; Bellier et al., 2004) and finally in the USA. While few authors persisted in the use of transtibial technique (Yasuda et al., 2004), it appeared rapidly to most surgeons that double bundle ACL reconstruction which necessitates drilling 2 femoral sockets and 2 tibial tunnels could be only performed either with transportal technique or two-incision technique.

8.1 Following is a brief summary of the principles of anatomic double-bundle ACL reconstruction technique. We will describe transportal technique with four tunnels, which is the most widely used. Few surgeons are using alternative techniques like two-incision- (Aglietti et al., 2005) or modified transtibial technique (Yasuda et al., 2004). Most of the authors use autogenous hamstring tendons. Usually the AMB is reconstructed with a double-stranded semitendinosus tendon, while the gracilis is used for the PLB. According to their size or length, tendons can be doubled, tripled or even quadruple-stranded. Allografts are used mostly in the USA. In Western patients, with autogenous hamstrings, the average AMB diameter is 7mm (6-9mm) and PLB 6mm (5-7mm). Most of the authors use Endobutton® CL for the femoral fixation. Others are using interference screws. On the tibial side, various fixation methods have been described: interference screws, plate and screw, screw post and washer. As femoral tunnels are drilled independently one may start either by drilling tibial- or femoral tunnels.

8.1.1 Femoral tunnels

The femoral footprint is visualized through an AM portal and carefully identified according to the landmarks previously described (Cha et al., 2005). Identifying the intercondylar ridge is a key issue and fluoroscopy may help. Through an accessory AM portal two sockets are drilled through the center of each bundle attachment with the knee bent at least at 110° of flexion (Basdekis et al., 2008; Basdekis et al., 2009; Hoshino et al., 2009). Specific instruments allow proper positioning of the tunnels, keeping a 2-3 mm bone bridge (Fig. 11) between them in order to insure independent fixation of each bundle (Bellier et al., 2004; Christel et
al., 2005; Christel et al., 2008 a-c). Three-dimensional CT studies (Fig 12 A) have validated the accuracy of the instruments (Basdekis et al., 2009a). The resulting cortical bone bridge separating the tunnel apertures remains stable with time (Hantes et al., 2010). When the knee is at 90° of flexion, PLB tunnel is located in front and lower compared to AMB tunnel. The axis going through the center of both tunnels should make a 30° angle with the long axis of the femur.

![Fig. 11. Double bundle ACL reconstruction, left knee, drilling of the femoral sockets. The lateral wall of the intercondylar notch is viewed from medial. A: the centers of both bundles are marked. A guide wire is inserted through the center of the AMB, knee bent at 110 degree. B: the AM socket is drilled at a diameter equal to the bundle graft. C: both sockets are drilled, knee views from medial at 90 degree of flexion. D: there is a 2mm bone bridge between the 2 sockets.](image)

8.1.2 On the tibial side, the AMB tunnel starts along the medial side of the tibial tubercle and opens in the center of the AMB footprint. The PLB tunnel starts more medially, in front of the anterior edge of the medial collateral ligament. Specific instrumentation allows drilling the PLB tunnel through the center of the PLB footprint, 8-9mm behind and slightly lateral to the AMB aperture, saving a 2-3mm bone bridge between the two tunnels (Christel et al., 2005; Christel et al., 2008 a-c). Three-dimensional CT studies (Fig.12B) have validated the accuracy of the instruments (Saharsrabudhe et al., 2010). The diameters of the tunnels correspond to the graft diameters.
As for single-bundle ACL, several authors have shown tunnel position is highly critical for proper tension and bundles efficacy (Forsythe et al., 2010; Giron et al., 2007; Nishimoto et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2010). Unfortunately most of the publications related to double-bundle ACL reconstruction outcome do not document the position of the tunnels. In order to document tunnel position after surgery, 3-dimensional CT scan is the method of choice (Basdekis et al., 2009a; Forsythe B et al., 2010; Saharsrabudhe et al., 2010). Accordingly, if many publications relate to double-bundle ACL reconstruction, it is hard to distinguish between those which perform anatomical reconstruction, i.e. with tunnels drilled within the ACL footprints, and those with non-anatomical reconstructions where tunnels are drilled outside the ACL footprints.

Fig. 13. Intra-articular view of a double bundle ACL graft. The AMB is reconstructed with a double-stranded semitendinosus while the PLB is reconstructed with a double stranded gracilis. A: grafts viewed through the AL portal, B: grafts viewed through an AM portal.
8.2 Outcome of anatomic double-bundle ACL reconstruction

8.2.1 Review study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year of publication</th>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>KT 134 N(mm)</th>
<th>Pivot shift %&gt; glide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yagi et al, 2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SB AM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SB PL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aglietti et al, 2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2B transtibial</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2B 2-incision</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasuda et al, 2006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A 2B</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarvela, 2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muneta et al, 2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asagumo et al, 2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondo et al, 2008</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siebold et al, 2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streich et al, 2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al, 2009</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aglietti et al, 2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A2B</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of the main studies comparing the outcome of single-bundle (SB) with anatomic double-bundle (A2B) ACL reconstruction. N is the number of patients in the study groups. Mean KT 1000 arthrometer results are given for a 134N load. Positive pivot shift test corresponds to pivot shift glide or more. All studies have at least a 2-year minimum follow up.

The above table summarizes 15 comparative studies, 6 level 1, 7 level 2, 2 level 3, all with follow up > 2 years and effective follow up, single-bundle 96.2 %, anatomic double-bundle 93.4 %. There is total number of 455 single-bundle patients and, 520 anatomic double-bundle. There is no statistical difference regarding the KT 1000 outcome. However, there is clearly less residual pivot shift after anatomic double-bundle reconstruction (12% vs 33%).

8.2.2 Meta-analysis

Meredick et al. (Meredick et al., 2008) have conducted a meta-analysis where they systematically identified randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing single-bundle versus doublebundle ACL reconstruction.
Two outcome measures were reported (in a manner permitting meta-analysis) in at least 3 of 4 trials: KT-1000 arthrometer and pivot-shift testing. On average, KT-1000 arthrometer side-to-side difference was 0.52 mm closer to normal in patients treated with double-bundle reconstruction. This difference is demonstrated to be clinically insignificant. The odds of a normal or nearly normal pivot shift is higher in the patients treated with double-bundle ACL reconstruction than in those treated with single bundle. However, this finding is not statistically significant because the 95% confidence intervals include 0. The authors concluded double-bundle reconstruction does not result in clinically significant differences in KT-1000 arthrometer or pivot shift testing. One may argue the authors grouped together normal and nearly normal knees, while the goal of ACL surgery is to restore a normal knee. When considering the figures of this study and separating normal- from nearly normal knees it appears that following single-bundle (293 patients) 63.5 % of them had no pivot shift while following double bundle (318 patients), 87.7% had no pivot shift (p<0.001). In fact all the single-bundle versus double-bundle studies have compared anatomic with non-anatomic reconstructions. Single bundle technique was based on a transtibial approach (with a femoral tunnel almost entirely located outside the ACL footprint) while, double-bundle tunnels were located within the ACL footprints.

9. Anatomic double bundle reconstruction limitations

If one wish to maintain a sufficient graft size (7mm for AMB and 6mm for PLB), small ACL footprints (less than 14mm long) do not allow drilling independent tunnels with a sufficient bone bridge in between. In this case single bundle reconstruction must be used. Also narrow intercondylar notch is a severe limitation as it does not leave enough space for the graft. The concept of anatomic double bundle ACL reconstruction was further applied to partial tears of the ACL when one bundle only has been ruptured. In these particular cases it has been proposed to reconstruct only the damaged bundle, performing an ACL augmentation (Borbon CA et al., 2011; Serrano-Fernandez JM et al., 2010).

10. The anatomic single bundle ACL reconstruction

Taking into account technical difficulties for drilling 4 independent tunnels with consistent bone bridges and the renewed knowledge of ACL anatomy, anatomic single bundle ACL reconstruction was a logic development. The basis for this technique is to drill the femoral tunnel in the center of the femoral footprint, between the centers of both bundles, behind the intercondylar ridge, in such way that it includes part of both AMB and PLB fibers (Ho et al., 2009; Rue et al., 2008; Shino et al., 2008, Steiner, 2009; van Eck et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al., 2004).

10.1 Technical principles

In order to perform an optimal anatomic single-bundle ACL reconstruction the transportal technique must be used. As stated before, with the lens from the medial side it is easy to identify the femoral ACL stump, the intercondylar ridge and the centers of the AMB and PLB. The center of the anatomic femoral tunnel is located in at mid distance from the bundle centers. It can be drilled right in the middle of the footprint and will contain 50% of AMB fibers and 50% of PLB fibers. I can also be drilled more proximally to contain more AMB fibers or more distally, containing more PLB fibers. However a single tunnel in the middle of the footprint will contain less fiber than 2 tunnels drilled in the center of each bundle.
attachment. On the tibial side the tunnel is drilled in the center of the ACL footprint, slightly medial. As the femoral tunnel is much lower than with the transtibial technique, the resulting graft has a more oblique orientation and is able to resist anterior tibial translation and tibial internal rotation (Fig. 14).

Fig. 13. Femoral socket for single bundle anatomic reconstruction. A: the lateral wall of the intercondylar notch has been gently cleaned with a curette to locate the lateral intercondylar ridge (arrows). B: position of a 9mm socket, right behind the intercondylar ridge. C: the socket aperture is positioned in such a way that it overlaps 50% of the PLB- and 50% of the AMB attachment sites. A, B, and C views are taken from the medial side. D: view of the socket from the AL portal.

Fig. 14. Comparison of the obliquity of an anatomic single bundle ACL (A) with a native ACL (B). Note the similarity in orientation of both reconstructed and native ACL.
10.2 Outcome of anatomic single-bundle ACL
Currently, only few published papers deal with comparison of the outcome of anatomic single- with anatomic double-bundle (Gobbi et al., 2011; Park et al., 2010; Song et al., 2009). On the clinical stand point these studies show no statistical differences between the objective and subjective outcomes of the two techniques. Thus it seems that reconstructing the ACL with anatomic single-bundle technique is a valid option with improved results compared to single-bundle transtibial. Further publications and longer follow-up should confirm these preliminary results.

11. Conclusion
There is still much to learn about ACL reconstruction. The old transtibial technique which does not reconstruct the ACL where it is attached has progressively evolved toward anatomical ACL reconstruction. Currently anatomic single- and double-bundle ACL reconstruction are well established and well described. However, if the outcome of these techniques has considerably improved with regard to the transtibial technique, the results are still far to be perfect. There are still small percentages of fair results for which improvements have to be made. Only long term results will tell if the restoration of ACL anatomy is going to decrease knee joint degeneration which remains the major issue of long term outcome of ACL reconstruction.
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